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MISSION STATEMENT 

The purpose shall be to foster the art of needlework: with special emphasis on work done with a needle 
with an eye and related disciplines; with an eye to encourage high standards of design and technique; 
and to bring together members who shall learn, share, teach and participate to the fullest extent in this 
endeavor. 

 We had another excellent workshop last month, with former member Karen Turckes teaching us how 

to dye with precision. We managed to create very lovely, colorful pieces, with almost no color applied to 

floors, skin, etc. 

 I hope everyone was able to see the wonderful article about the Guild published in the Detroit 

News/Free Press on Friday, April 21
st
. I have copies available to view. My thanks to everyone who 

participated in getting the article created. It captured a bit of the energy and camaraderie of NTGM, and 

should be good advertising for us. 

 There will be much more detailed information upcoming about the annual Luncheon and Creativity 

Show, but I want to address one item here. The Board is very excited to document the show with formal and 

informal photos of our work and the luncheon. We will try to keep the photos on the website more up-to-

date (my fault!), and will be posting the better shots there, now and in the future. 

 To that end, here is our informal Privacy Statement: If you have an issue with your photograph and 

name potentially being posted on the NTGM website, please contact the webmaster (currently me unless – 

please, please- someone wants to replace me). 

 The luncheon is an excellent way to showcase the Guild to others, so do feel free to invite 1-2 

interested parties. Be sure to RSVP, and bring a bit of extra food with you. I will be passing around a sign-up 

sheet for potluck categories at the May meeting. 

 We’re almost done with the year, so use that deadline to get those UFOs and PhDs (projects half 

done) completed! Let’s put less pressure on the knitters this year! 

Happy Spring, 

Debra Gash           
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Location 
 

St. Stephen’s Episcopal Church 
 

5500 N. Adams Road 
 

Troy, MI 48098 
 

The church is on the east side of Adams Road, 
south of Square Lake Road and north of Long Lake Road. 
 

There is ample parking. 
 

Our direct entrance is toward the rear of the church, which is 
a slightly longer walk but there are no steps. 
 

If you enter through the front door, the church office is to 
the right, and they can direct you to our meeting space. 
 
Meeting Times 
 

Flea Market, Library, and Social time begins about 9:30 
 

Business Meeting starts at 10:00 
 

Program immediately follows the Business Meeting 
 

Workshop Hours on Tuesday from 12:30 to 3:30 
 

Workshop Hours on Wednesday from 9:30 to 3:30 

 
Newsletter Submissions mcksews@gmail.com 

 

More Information ntgm.org 
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I will be at the Welcome table at the 
May meeting and will accept $40 

dues for the year 2017-18, 
if you wish to pay early. 

 

Triplicate forms need to be filled out 
each year, 

especially for e-mail accuracy. 
 

Do get in on a terrific new year 
and tell your friends about 

our amazing group!" 
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May Program 

May 9 - 10 

 

SANDY DEKKER 
 

Quiltangles 
 

 Sandy Dekker started with traditional quilting, but soon realized that she could 

explore and add other creative elements. Using free-motion quilting techniques and 

Zentangle designs for her inspiration, Sandy adds paint, beads and colorful thread to 

enhance her art quilts. Sandy will discuss the art and construction of her quilts. Many 

of her quilts are shown on Facebook: 

https://m.facebook.com/commitSandy-Dekkers-Art-Quilts-259270740767472/. 
 

      
 

Workshop 
“Be Brave...Create a Quiltangle” 

 Using the free-motion technique, sew an improvisational Zentangle (creating 

images from repetitive patterns) on black fabric to create a quilt. The class starts with 

drawing Zentangle designs on paper and sewing on practice fabric. Sandy will guide 

you as you sew on the black quilt fabric, encouraging you to be fearless. When the 

design is complete, it is painted with metallic paints, and you will be well on the way 

to completing a small quilt. 

Kit Fee: $12.00.  See supply list on page 16. Seats Available:  10 
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PROGRAM  UPDATES 

 

SNEAK PREVIEW 

2017 -18 Programs and Workshops 

pages 5 - 11. 
 

 

June 13, 2017   10:30am 

 

Power Point presentation of the 2017-18 programs. 
 

Presenters 
Brenda Geiger, Helen Welford, and Michelle Dobrin 

will be introduced to the membership. 
 

Workshop registrations will be accepted. 
 

Jeanne Sarna will take photos of small artwork and 
Terrie Voigt will take photos of garments and artwork 
that can be held by the artist.  Each member may bring 
two items to be photographed. The photos will be used 

for the web page and publicity. 
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  September Program 

September 12 - 13 

 

BRENDA  GEIGER 
 

Turning Leather into Accessories 
 

 Brenda specializes in handcrafted leather purses, totes, wallets and accessories.  

Her one-of-a-kind pieces may incorporate handmade metal work, leather flowers, 

leaves, tassels, vintage hardware and buckles.  In her PowerPoint presentation, she will 

talk about how she started in leatherwork, the challenges she encountered and her 

design process.  She will show examples of her work highlighting various techniques 

and embellishments.  She’ll discuss how she selects cowhides and the types of leather 

best used for purses, earrings and bags. 

http://www.brendageigerdesigns.com 

 

Workshop 
“Exploratory Adventure into Leather Making” 

 Brenda will discuss how leather can be incorporated into sewing, quilting, 

knitting and jewelry applications.  Participants will make a small basic leather clutch 

purse with a flower.  The project is hand cut and sewn and will require some basic 

tools.  Beginner level. 
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October Program 

October 10 - 11 

 

JACQUELINE SULLIVAN 
 

From Denim to Eco-printing 
 

 Jacqueline is an international speaker and instructor.  In her PowerPoint 

presentation, we will follow her journey in fiber arts and see examples of her fabric, 

paper and calligraphy artwork.  She will discuss techniques used to create her work. 

jacquelinesullivan@mac.com 
 

 

Workshop 
“Elegant Surfaces” 

 Jacqueline will demonstrate painting with fluid textile and high flow acrylics and 

applying image transfers explaining the advantages and differences of each.  Fabrics 

with fluid and high flow acrylics are washable and can be used in many ways such as 

for a collage, quilt, pillow, table runner, handbag or garment. Image transfers are used 

as a focal image on fabric, are not washable and can be used on fabric projects not 

intended to be washed.  Participants will paint and apply transfers to create samples 

and yardage.  Beginner level. 
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November Program 

November 14 - 15 

 

DAWN  EDWARDS 
 

Eco-printing 
 

 Dawn is an international speaker and instructor in eco-printing and felting.  

Through eco-printing Dawn uses leaves and plant matter to print through a bundling 

and heating process to create colorful leaf prints on fabric.  In her PowerPoint 

presentation Dawn takes you on an eco-printing tour to meet some of her friends 

from around the world including Australia, Ireland and the Netherlands.  She will 

show eco-printed creations and end with a quick stop to her Plainwell, Michigan 

studio. She will conclude her program with a simple bundling demonstration. 

http://www.feltsoright.com 
 

Workshop 
“Cracked Earth Felt Vessels” 

 Dawn will show a method to create felt vessels with cracks resembling the 

cracked earth/mud or a stonewall texture.  This highly textured surface utilizes a 

multiple resist technique to form 3-D wet-felted vessels.  Dawn will explain how 

students will be able to incorporate this resist technique to create bags, hats, and wall 

hangings.  Beginning to intermediate level. 
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January Program 

January 9 - 10 

 

LINDA  TAFT  WALBURN 
 

The Way of an Artist 
 

 In a PowerPoint presentation, Linda will talk about how she became an art-

quilter, why she chose cloth and how her spirituality developed from the choices she 

made.  The trunk show of over 25 quilts is a retrospective of her work including her 

first piece, working throughout the stages of her development and ending with her 

latest piece.  She will explain the techniques used and the thinking behind her pieces. 

http://www.lindawalburn.com/ 

 

Workshop 
“Sculpted Leaves” 

 Using fabric paint, Linda will assist students in creating their own leaf-looking 

cloth.  When fabric is dry, students will stiffened and sculpt their fabric with Heat and 

Bond.  Once the leaves are cut and veins defined, Linda will help students design them 

into an arrangement that can be mounted onto an artist’s canvas frame or be the start 

of a larger sculpted leaf sculpture.  Beginner level. 
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March Program 

March 13 - 14 

 

 ANA  LISA  HEDSTROM 
 

 Ana Lisa, a national speaker and instructor, will show and talk about her work 

and techniques. She will share images of ethnic textile traditions that have informed 

and inspired her including Japanese shibori, Chinese carved clamp resist and African 

machine stitch resist. 

analisahedstrom.com/ 
 

Workshop 
“Stitch Resist” 

 Students learn how to use shibori resists on fabric for dyeing, including Itajime 

folding and clamping, Kyokechi carved clamp shibori, a simple arashi process and 

stitch resist.  Sewing machine stitches through folded or layered fabric act as a clamp to 

control where the dye penetrates the fabric.  Rayon thread allows for easy pulling of 

stitches.  A variety of dye techniques will be incorporated into the process.  This will 

be an informative and intense workshop.  Intermediate level for sewers and dyers. 

Class Fee:  $72 (this workshop only) 
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April Program 

April 10 - 11 

 

HELEN  WELFORD 
 

Historically Inspired 
 

 Helen has studied, designed and sewn period costumes for over 25 years.  Her 

fashion show is an overview of her work with focus on period construction and 

fashion lines of the 19th and early 20th, plus her current work - vintage inspired 

fashions brought together with new materials and treatments.  She is currently 

experimenting with differential shrinkage and nuno felting to create coats and coat-like 

garments, including long nuno-felted kimono styled robes. 

 

Workshop 
“Variations on a Jacket Theme” 

 Helen provides students with her jacket pattern, helps students choose from 

many variations, and shows how to fit the pattern to their own physique.  From the 

muslin pattern each student, using their own fabric, create her own unique jacket.  

Completion of the garment will depend on how complicated individual patterns 

become, if garment is lined, or has additional detailing.  Those new to sewing 

garments can choose to simplify their jacket for a fast and easy introduction to 

garment making!  Beginner to intermediate level. 
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May Program 

May 8 - 9 

 

MICHELLE  DOBRIN 
 

Fiber Art 
 

 Michelle is an international speaker and instructor.  In her PowerPoint 

presentation, she will discuss her evolution as a self-taught fiber artist, show photos of 

past and current work, and discuss the materials and techniques used.  She will show 

samples of her work and have copies of her published printed materials. 

http://www.michelledobrin.com 

Workshop 
“Stitched Photo Landscapes” 

 Michelle will guide students in creating abstract fabric designs on a small scale 

for notecards, bookmarks, and mats.  Students will layer fibers, bits of fabrics and 

recycled paper scraps and then sew them together with free-motion sewing.  This 

exercise prepares the students for Wednesday’s project, turning landscape photos into 

textured fiber art.  Prior to the workshop students email a digitally landscaped photo 

to Michelle and she will enhance and print it onto fabric.  With Michele’s design 

guidance students work with their digital fabric adding small rectangles of fabric to 

shape and color the background.  Machine sewing tiny stitches adds texture. The 

finished piece is wrapped around canvas stretcher bars ready to hang on the wall.  

Beginner to intermediate level. 
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    KNITWITS 
 

 Join the “KNITWITS” this year for a lovely morning/afternoon of knitting  

 on the first Monday of the month.  We gather around 10am, have lunch  
 around noon, and stay until whenever - usually about 2pm.  We bring  
 our own lunch and our hostess provides us with a dessert and beverage.   
 The dates and hostesses are listed below.  Just let the hostess know that  
 you will be attending, and we’ll look forward to seeing you there. 
 
 October 3  Mary Willsie   248-552-8136 
 

 November 7  Joyce Smith   248-647-0797 
 
 December 5  Kathy Shuller   248-398-1941 
 
 January 2, 2017 Jean Clark   248-646-0185 
 
 February 6  Barb Gash   248-338-3011 
 
 March 6  Susan Sonders-Nabor 586-291-5508 
 
 April 3   Arlene Lullove  248-613-3261 
 
 May 1   Sophie Malkowicz  248-618-9717 
 
 June 5   Jan Gammons  248-404-7597 
 
 

I P (I’m Prepared) Kit 

� Basic Sewing Supplies 

Needles, pins, thread, thimble 

� Scissors – paper and fabric 

� Paper and pencil 
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ARTFUL QUILTERS 

a contemporary art quilting group 
 

WHEN:  the third Tuesday of the month from September to June 
   1:00 to 3:00pm 
 

 WHERE: Oak Park Recreation Center 
   14300 Oak Park Boulevard 
   Oak Park  48237 
   248-691-7555 
 

 CONTACT: Barbara Gittleman 
   barbaragittleman@gmail.com 
   248-545-7145 
 

 

 

 

 

NTGM Beading Group 

The NTGM Board has approved the creation of a new study group that will focus on beadwork.  
Everyone is welcome, from beginners to those who are experienced beaders.  You will have the 
opportunity to work on the design or technique of your choosing, with the assistance of a teacher 
to guide you through the process. 

Bring your beads and your design/pattern/technique ideas, along with standard beadwork 
equipment (work surface, small sharp scissors, beading needles and thread, task 

lighting, and magnification. 

We gather around 10am, have lunch around noon, and stay until whenever - usually about 2pm. 
We bring our own lunch and our hostess provides us with a dessert and beverage. 
Just let the hostess know that you will be attending, and we’ll look forward to seeing you there. 
 
 May 2  Sophie Malkowicz 248-618-9717 

 June 6  Terry Bell 248-360-0907 

Any questions?  Contact Sharon at mcksews@gmail.com 
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NTGM Library News        May 2017 
 

NEW ITEMS 

 Quilting Arts TV Series 1700 and 1800 – DVDs – A variety of quilting, stitching 

and surface design techniques from the popular show. 

 Creative Bead Embroidery  - DVD – King Nichols – Working with shaped 

beads, fine fabrics and precut foundations. A good addition to our beading 

collection. 

Be sure to check the library table for new items each month. As always, if you have 

a particular item/s you would like to see us purchase, please let me know. 

 

GOALS and POLICIES 

1. The goal of the NTGM library is to provide all members with free access to books and other 

materials on a wide range of fiber art-related topics. As with any public library, we need to be 

sure books stay in circulation by ensuring that they are returned in a timely fashion. Please be 

considerate of other members and try to return your materials by the next meeting. You must be 

a current member to check out any materials. 
 

2. If you check out books and cannot come to the next month’s meeting, please find someone to 

bring them in (check your NTGM directory) or mail them, so that other members may have 

access as well. Many people did a fabulous job of this last year. We realize that last minute 

things come up that may prevent you from attending a meeting (illnesses, etc.), but people do 

wait for a book to come back in.  
 

3. Due to the popularity of the library, we must limit the number of materials checked out by a 

member to a maximum of 5 per month. 
 

4. If something bad happens to your book (the P.O. loses it, the dog eats it, you spilled ice cream 

over it at the beach, etc.), please expect to replace it for the Guild. If you have friends who are 

not members who would like to use this resource, please encourage them to join. YOU are 

responsible for any items checked out in your name. 
 

5. Finally, we will continue to make reminder calls the Monday before meetings, if it is helpful. 

Please be sure to write your phone number legibly on the check-out card. 
 

6. As always, if you have a particular item you’d like to see in the library, please let us know. Email 

me ---I can’t remember items mentioned at the meetings! 
 

7. Please DO NOT return items to the church office!! 
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 ** The perfect pressing surface 

for all your pressing needs.  ** The 

dense wool fibers trap the heat to 

press both sides at once.  ** Great to 

take to class or to keep by your 

sewing machine.  

 Shary Cohn has found a source 

for the 18” x 24” magic wool felt pads 

at just $35 (considerably less than 

online sources). 

 Special order sizes are also 

available. 

sharycohn@gmail.com 

Jeanne Sarna presents 

Workshops 

Seminar on Fiber Jewelry 

Michigan League of Handweavers (MLH) Sunday, 

June 4, 2017, 9am to 11am 

Hope College, Holland, MI 

www.mlhguild.org<http://www.mlhguild.org> 

 

 

 
 

Workshop on Kumihimo 

Fiber 577 

Saturday, June 10, 2017 

Perrysburg, Ohio 

www.Fiber577.com<http://www.Fiber577.com> 
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May  Workshop  Information 

Sandy Dekker 

 “Create a Quiltangle” 
 

Kit Fee: $12.00 
 

Kit includes: 

• Use of Lumiere fabric paints 
 

Student Supply List 

• Sewing machine with free-motion capability 

• Open toe or clear machine foot 

• Sewing tools: extra needles, scissors, measuring tape, pins, seam ripper, ….. 

• One yard of black fabric – the tighter the weave, the easier it will be to 

paint 

• Cotton batting – at least 20”x20” (Warm and Natural and Warm and White 

both work well) 

• Extra black fabric and batting for practice work 

• Spool of thread (color is your choice – white is NOT recommended) 

• One or two bobbins with black thread 

• Chalk pencil 

• Rotary cutter and small cutting mat 

• Unlined drawing paper and pencil 

• Paint brushes: small (1/8, ¼, and smaller) short and angular bristles 

• Cup for washing brushes 

• Small (yogurt sized) cups for paint 

• Apron 

• Paper toweling, old towel and wash cloth 

• Beads and colorful threads (floss, Perle cotton) for embellishment 

• Table and floor protection – There are table coverings and tarps available 

for your use.  If you use them, please clean and wipe dry before returning 

them at the end of class. 
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NTGM Workshop Policies 

1. Signing up – signup sheets are to ensure that there is enough interest for a 

workshop to run. Putting your name on the list is NOT registering for the 

workshop; it only indicates that you are interested in taking it. 

 

2. We have not had to cancel a workshop due to lack of interest for several years. 

Our workshops have been very popular, and often fill up quickly due to interest 

and class size limitations on the instructor’s part. Therefore, if you think you 

would like to take a workshop, we urge you to register early. A minimum of 12 is 

required for a workshop to run, unless special circumstances exist. 

 

3. Non-members will be eligible to sign up for NTGM workshops at the end of the 

morning program one month before the workshop, provided there is space. Non-

members will pay an additional $5 per half day of workshop instruction. 

 

4. Registering - To register for a workshop, you must either a) fill out a coupon in 

an NTGM newsletter, and send the coupon with a check to the Program Chair, or 

b) put your name on a signup sheet at a meeting AND give a check or cash to 

the Program Chair.  

 

5. Once you register for, and pay for a workshop, you are taking a seat in that 

workshop. You will be sent any class instructions and supply lists. In addition, the 

instructor may prepare a kit for you (if there is a kit). Your payment signifies your 

commitment to attend the workshop. 

 

6. Cancelling – Your payment is a commitment to attend, a commitment by the 

instructor to have materials available for you, and it means that someone else 

may not be able to take the workshop; therefore cancellation (especially at the 

last minute ) is discouraged.  

 

7. NTGM policy has been that any last minute cancellations must be taken to the 

Board for review if a refund is requested. Only true emergencies like 

hospitalization, deaths in the family, etc. should come to the board for approval of 

a refund. Vacations, appointments, etc. are not considered emergencies. For 

emergencies or other unusual circumstances, refunds will be given as long as 

the minimum number of attendees has been met (determined by the treasurer 

based on the current rate of pay for instructors). This ensures that NTGM can 

afford to pay the instructor. 
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8. You may cancel your workshop registration for a full refund from NTGM without 
Board approval if: 

a. You notify the Program Chair at least one month before the workshop, 
and preferably before or at the meeting the month before your workshop. 
For example, you need to notify the Program Chair at or before the 
October meeting to cancel the November workshop. That gives us the 
opportunity to announce an opening at the meeting. AND 

b. There will still be at least enough attendees to meet the financial minimum 
requirement signed up for, or on a waiting list for, the workshop you wish 
to cancel. In order for NTGM to cover the expenses of the workshop 
(including teacher fees, incidentals such as food for the teacher, mileage 
or other travel reimbursement, and the room rental fee), we must have at 
enough participants in each workshop to meet our financial reponsibilities. 
If your cancellation would result in the Guild’s inability to cover its 
expenses, you will not receive a refund. This includes the kit fee. 
 

c. Note that if the instructor wants the kit fee paid for no-shows, people who 
cancel will still be responsible for the kit fee- even if they are not attending. 
As a Guild, we should strive to maintain a good reputation with instructors, 
and refunding workshop fees without collecting kit fees damages our 
integrity. You always have the option of selling your unused kit to another 
member. 
 

9. If you need to cancel less than one month ahead for a non-emergency, it is up to 

you to find a replacement, and get the workshop and kit fee from that person. 

This transaction is between the two of you, and not NTGM, but we ask that you 

notify the Program Chair so that she may give you a list of people on the waiting 

list. You are responsible for calling and finding a replacement. Once you do find a 

replacement, please let the Program Chair know, so she can correct the 

participant list. This is very important, as instructors sometimes need to contact 

participants before the workshop. 

10. If an instructor cancels due to emergency less than 1 month in advance, NTGM 
will do its utmost to find a suitable replacement.  Attendees will be notified of the 
change and given the option of asking for a refund, within 2 days, or staying with 
the substitute instructor. It is the attendee’s responsibility to respond to the 
notification.  Should participation drop below the financial minimum required, the 
workshop will be cancelled. 

 

Revised   08-31-2016 
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WORKSHOP REGISTRATION 

 

Sandy Dekker Workshop Fee $60 

“Create a Quiltangle” Kit Fee $12 

May 9 - 10 

       Today’s Date ____________________________ 

Name ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Address ______________________________________________________________________________ 

City/State/Zip _________________________________________________________________________ 

Home Phone __________________________________________________________________________ 

Cell Phone ____________________________________________________________________________ 

Email ________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

IMPORTANT 

• Send one form and one check for each workshop. 

• To pay by CHECK: 

Mail check(s), post-dated to the workshop date and made payable to NTGM, and registration form(s) 

to the address below. 

• To pay with CASH:  

Place registration form and cash in available ‘cash payment envelope’ and give directly to one of the 

Program Chairs. 

 

Do not add kit fee to your check.  This fee is paid directly to the workshop presenter on the first day of 

the workshop. 

 

        QUESTIONS? 

        Contact: 

        Terrie tvoigt03@gmail.com  

        Arlene loveaep@hotmail.com 

loveaep@hotmail.com 

 

MAIL FORM and CHECK to: 

CALL to register: 

Terrie Voigt 

248-703-5629 

Checks should be made payable to NTGM with 

the workshop selection in the memo line. 


